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Abstract
Measures for evaluation of model performance play an important role in Ma-
chine Learning. However, the most common performance measures share several
limitations. The difference in performance for two models has no probabilistic
interpretation and there is no reference point to indicate whether they represent
a significant improvement. What is more, it makes no sense to compare such
differences between data sets. In this article, we introduce a new meta-measure
for performance assessment named Elo-based Predictive Power (EPP). The differ-
ences in EPP scores have probabilistic interpretation and can be directly compared
between data sets. We prove the mathematical properties of EPP and support them
with empirical results of a large scale benchmark on 30 classification data sets.
Finally, we show applications of EPP to the selected meta-learning problems and
challenges beyond ML benchmarks.
1 Introduction and historical overview
The problem of model assessment is even older than modern statistics. Its origins can be traced
in Laplace’s work from 1796 on Nebular hypothesis. Since then the increasing number of applications
for the models has led to an increase in the number of metrics describing their quality. The various
measures of model performance differ in their properties and applications [Powers, 2008, Sokolova
and Lapalme, 2009]. The most common machine learning frameworks such as scikit-learn [Pedregosa
et al., 2011], TensorFlow [Abadi et al., 2015], or mlr [Bischl et al., 2016] rely on common measures
such as accuracy, AUC, Recall, Precision, F1, cross-entropy for classification and MSE, RMSE, MAE
for regression problems.
Beyond measure selection, there is even more important problem, related to evaluating whether
the differences between score values are significant or they come from noise in validation data sets.
There were many approaches to verify whether new proposed algorithm improve the performance
compared to previous state-of-the-art algorithms. The majority of them were testing procedures.
Demšar [2006] reviewed commonly used practices and point out the vast amount of problems with
them. We have broaden his review, included newer approaches and proposed a unified Elo-based
method for model assessment.
One of the earliest and most widely cited articles in this area is the one by Dietterich [1998].
He gave a broad description of the taxonomy of the different kinds of statistical questions that arise
in the machine learning. He also introduced a new procedure for testing which of two classifiers is
more accurate, it is called 5x2cv t-test and is based on 5 iterations of 2-fold cross-validation. The
5x2cv test was later improved. Alpaydin [1999] introduced robust 5x2cv F test while Bouckaert
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[2003] doubted the theoretical degrees of freedom and corrected them due to dependencies between
experiments. Yet all above methods do not fit into the actual trends in machine learning algorithms,
where new algorithms are tested against multiple state-of-the-art models and over several data sets.
For this purpose, more extensive methods are needed. One of the proposed method was to use
ANOVA [Salzberg, 1997], for example with Friedman’s test [Guerrero Vázquez et al., 2001, Pizarro
et al., 2002] for comparison of multiple model. Yet still, this approach allows to compare models
only on one data set. Demšar [2006] stated that the first who used non-parametric tests for comparing
models on multiple data sets was Hull [1994]. Brazdil and Soares [2000] used ranks to compare
classification algorithms, yet they do not provide statistical tests.
Demšar [2006] analyzed papers that compared at least two classification models, all of the articles
were taken from five International Conferences on Machine Learning (1999-2003). The authors
of the conference papers were using a wide range of approaches, from example naive computing
average accuracy over all data sets, through counting number of times a classificator performed better
than the others to assessing statistical significance by pairwise t-tests, yet despite multiple hypothesis
testing, only few authors apply Bonferronni correction. The conclusion of the analysis was that there
is no well-established procedure for comparing algorithms over multiple data sets.
The absence of the approved mechanism gets significance with the development of automated machine
learning and meta-learning. The main branch of these subjects is transferring knowledge from model
evaluations on a wide range of learning tasks. Recently, many articles about algorithm optimization
were published. Researchers address the problem of hyperparameters configurations’ importance
across algorithms [van Rijn and Hutter, 2017], algorithms’ vulnerability to tuning depending on
settings and improving default value of parameters [Probst et al., 2019] or propose multiple set of
defaults working well on various tasks [Pfisterer et al., 2018]. In each mentioned article, the first step
was to overcome the problem of scaling metrics to make them comparable between data sets. The
results may differ according to the scaling approach, therefore a unified methodology is needed.
Despite a numerous varied approaches, no unified solution was obtained, also most approaches are
focused on classification, while modern machine learning models are far beyond only classification
problems. In the Natural Language Processing (NLP) not only the performance is in the area of
interest but also is the evaluation of model understanding tasks. GLUE [Wang et al., 2019b] and
SuperGLUE [Wang et al., 2019a] benchmarks contain a set of existing NLP tasks and rank models
due to results on all of the tasks. Yet, different tasks have different measures, that are incomparable
between tasks. Another field of study is benchmarking interpretable NLP models with several metrics
that capture how well the rationales provided are consistent with human rationales, an example of
such benchmark is an ERASER [DeYoung et al., 2019]. There are approaches to benchmarking
models from many other fields of machine learning, for example Papers With Code1, which is a large
base of papers with state-of-the-art models. Papers With Code evaluation tables and plots for many
problems, such as Computer Vision, Natural Language Processing, Speech recognition, and Time
Series. a more broad view of model performance is possible with the OpenML [Bischl et al., 2017]
database. The Open ML contains a wide range of data sets for both supervised and unsupervised
problems followed by the performance of many machine learning models on those data sets.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows. (1) We identified and demonstrated the limitations
of the most common measures of performance of machine learning models, such as lack of interpreta-
tion of differences and incomparability between data sets. (2) We proposed a new meta-performance
measure called EPP, and we show the desired properties of this meta-measure. Specifically, EPP
is built as aggregation of other measures like AUC and enriches them by providing interpretable
comparisons of models, even between data sets. (3) We performed a large scale benchmark for
data sets from the OpenML repository. On these results we demonstrated how EPP can change
the field of meta-learning by facilitating comparative analysis of the models and hyperparameters
on different data sets.
2 What is wrong with most model performance measures?
In this section, we point out four weaknesses of the most popular performance measures. We introduce
examples for the AUC measure, however, reasoning would apply to other measures, such as F1, MSE,
or cross-entropy. Each subsection corresponds to a different issue.
1https://paperswithcode.com/
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Table 1: Springleaf Marketing Response Kag-
gle Competition, https://www.kaggle.com/c/
springleaf-marketing-response
Team Name AUC
Asian Ensemble 0.80925
ARG eMMSamble 0.80907
.baGGaj. 0.80899
Table 2: IEEE-CIS Fraud Detection Kaggle
Competition, https://www.kaggle.com/
c/ieee-fraud-detection
Team Name AUC
AlKo 0.968137
FraudSquad 0.967722
Young for you 0.967637
2.1 There is no interpretation of differences in performance
The existing machine learning rankings are based on ordering according to popular performance mea-
sures. An example of Kaggle ranking is presented in Table 1. The difference between AUC of the first
and AUC of the second model equals 0.00018. What can we infere from this absolute difference?
The AUC score is useful for ordering, but its differences have no interpretation, it does not provide
any quantitative comparison of models’ performances. There is no one accepted way to compare
the power of enhancement of performance measures. Someone would say we should equate absolute
differences regardless of the absolute values of the score while someone else would say to analyze
relative improvement. Both ways may lead to opposite conclusions, depending on the absolute value
of performance measure.
2.2 There is no procedure for assessing the significance of the difference in performances
AUC of all models in the Table 2 differ in the third decimal place. There is no reference point to
indicate whether this difference represents a significant improvement in prediction or not. Significance
in the statistical sense means these differences are not on the noise level. The similar situation
appears when benchmarking state-of-the art machine learning algorithms. When an algorithm gains
improvement in decimal place it would be desired to distinct between real improvement and apparent
improvement due to the noise coming from splitting to train and test data. Currently, there are not
many formal methods to assess the significance of differences. One way is to use Kruskal–Wallis test
for the equality of medians. But results from statistical tests are not transitive. We can compare two
models locally, but we would not get a global ranking.
2.3 You cannot compare performances between data sets
In Tables 1 and 2 differences between second and third best models for each data set are around
0.00008. One would like to know, whether these differences are comparable between data sets. Does
0.00008 on Springleaf Marketing data is the same increase of model quality on IEEE-CIS Fraud data?
There at least three points of view. One is that the gaps are almost the same for both data sets, because
the differences in AUC are almost similar. Second is that the gap in the IEEE-CIS Fraud Competition
is larger as the AUC is close to 1. Relative improvement for Fraud detection ( 0.967722−0.9676371−0.967722 ≈
0.0026) is larger than relative improvement for Springleaf Marketing ( 0.80907−0.808991−0.80907 ≈ 0.0004).
Third point of view is that the gap between first and second place for Springleaf (0.00018) is smaller
than the same difference for IEEE-CIS Fraud detection (0.000415). Therefore, the relative gain from
the difference between second and third place for Springleaf is higher.
2.4 Low robustness of the stability of the performance in cross-validation folds
For k-fold cross-validation model performance is usually the averaged performance of models trained
on k different folds. In Figure 1, there are values of AUC for twenty splits from bootstrap experiments
described in Section 5 for data set ada_agnostic. We analyse results of these models within pairs.
First pair is k-nearest neighbors (kknn) model and generalized linear model with regularization
(glmnet) model. Second pair is gradient boosting machines (gbm) model and random forest (ranger)
model. Averaged AUC across splits are close for models in these pairs. AUC scores of gbm and
ranger in folds are stable and distributed closely around mean. Averaged AUC may be considered as
a good representation of differences between both models.
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In second pair, the relationship between kknn and glmnet are more ambiguous. The gbm and ranger
have evidently higher predictive power than kknn and glmnet models. Comparing just averages across
folds gives an impression that the kknn model is comparable or even better than the glmnet. Yet, we
can see that glmnet wins in 14 out of 20 folds, but AUC scores are fairly unstable in comparison to
kknn model’s results. Against this background, the question arises of which model is more preferred.
*
*
*
*
glmnet
kknn
ranger
gbm
0.75 0.80 0.85 0.90
AUC
AUC for selected models and train−test splits
Figure 1: Boxplots of AUC scores for four selected models for ada_agnostic data set. Red stars
corresponds with mean AUC across all folds. Black dots indicate AUC score in separate folds.
3 What is Elo ranking system?
The Elo rating [Elo and Sloan, 2008] is a ranking system used for calculating the relative level of
players’ skill . It is used in sports, for example chess and football. The difference between Elo
ratings of two players can be transferred into probabilities of winning when they play against each
other. Therefore the difference in Elo scores is a predictor of the match result calculated in the
basis of history of players’ matches. The scores for players are updated after each match they have
participated, new Elo rating is calculated on the basis of two components, result of match and rating
of the opponent. a player’s level is not measured absolutely, although is inferred from wins, losses,
and draws against other players. After each match winner gains Elo points, the amount of received
points is related to the strength of the opponent. If a player win with an opponent that have higher
Elo score, the player would gain more points than while playing with weaker opponent. Opposite
for losing points, player would lose more points if he lost a match against players with lower Elo
rating. The most important property of Elo score is the possibility of interpreting them in terms of
probability of winning.
In addition to being interpretable in terms of probability, Elo has one more advantage. It is not
necessary for each player to play with each other to provide comparison of their skills. In real world,
it would be impossible to play matches between all the chess players, therefore Elo is used to find
an approximation of a true skill. Of course, the more matches played, the better the approximation,
however not all of the players need to play with each other.
4 Elo-based Predictive Power (EPP) score
Our novel idea is to transfer the way players are ranked in the Elo system to create rankings
of models. In Figure 2, we present a concept of Elo-based comparison of machine learning algorithms.
We describe the ratings of models as an analogy to the tournaments with the Elo system. Each
data set (tournament) is processed independently. Algorithms (countries) are staging their sets of
hyperparameters (players) for duels. These duels are held within the data sets (tournaments) divided
into train/test splits (rounds). The measures of model performances, such as AUC, on bootstrap
test splits (results of matches) are aggregated into the meta measure EPP. Final ranking of models
(leaderboards) is based on the EPP. Each ranking is related to a single data set. The output rankings
can be analyzed according to the type of algorithm, a specific set of hyperparameters, or a particular
data set. We use the same sets of hyperparameters for different data sets, which allows for paired-
sample analysis.
4.1 Elo vs EPP score
In classical Elo not every player stands against every other. One hundred players would have to
play 100·992 = 4950 matches, which might be impossible to the logistic or time reasons. Therefore,
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Algorithms 
(Countries)
linear 
model
...
neural 
network
random 
forest
Sets of 
hyperparameters 
(Players)
...
...
...
Data sets
(Tournaments)
iris
Train/test splits
(Rounds)
...
titanic...
credit...
... ... ...
Model training 
and testing
(matches)
Rankings of models
(Leaderbords)
Figure 2: The concept of Elo-based model ranking. Colors represent machine learning algorithms,
gradients represent sets of hyperparameters, border styles represent data set.
often it is hard to use all possible results of matches. In case of machine learning models, the
cost of calculating EPP scores is not as time consuming as human matches. What worth to notice,
a match result is a comparison of models’ performances on one train/test split and the performance
for a particular model is the same, regardless of the opponent model. Therefore, for one hundred
models we can obtain results of all matches calculating only 100 values (performance of each model
trained on train split and tested on test split).
In classical Elo ranking, the scores are updated after consecutive matches, therefore there is a natural
order of updates. As the Elo points by which the winning player’s score increases depends on his
Elo and the opponent’s Elo, the order in which the matches are played may affect Elo’s final score.
However, it should be noted that the need for sequential calculating Elo is due to the aforementioned
weakness, which is the inability to play matches between all players at once. We propose an EPP
model scoring method that does not require sequential calculation of match results and preserves the
desired Elo properties, i.e. the possibility of interpretation on an interval scale.
It is worth noting that Elo [Elo and Sloan, 2008] is the solution of a problem how to measure a skill
of all players with only partial information about outcome of matches. The EPP score applied to
machine learning models take into consideration all results (we have measure of performance for all
models) and therefore is a direct way to calculate the values approximated with Elo. For that reason,
the order of model comparisons is irrelevant for EPP.
4.2 Definiton of EPP score
For a selected single data set, letM = {M1,M2, ...,Mm} be a set of m machine learning algorithms
with fixed hyperparameters (models). We have to specify a train/test split to calculate performance of
a model. We can use any measure, for example AUC.
Definition 4.1. The odds that model Mi has higher performance than model Mj are
odds(i, j) =
pi,j
1−pi,j , where pi,j is the probability that model Mi has higher performance than
model Mj on a random train test split.
Definition 4.2. The βMi is an EPP score for model Mi ∈M if for each j ∈ {1, 2, ...,m} it satisfies
the property log(odds(i, j)) = βMi − βMj .
4.3 The properties and advantages of EPP
In this section, we will address four problems pointed out in Section 2, related to the weaknesses of
the most common performance measures. We will show that EPP handles these identified issues.
Ad 2.1 There is an interpretation of differences in performance
EPP score provides the direct interpretation in terms of probability.
Property 4.1. The difference of EPP scores for models Mi and Mj is the logit of the probability that
Mi achieves better performance than Mj .
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Indeed, from the Definition 4.2 we have that
logit(pi,j) = log(odds(i, j)) = βMi − βMj . (1)
After reformulating Equation 1 we achieve direct formula for probability that model Mi achieves
better performance than model Mj : pi,j = invlogit(βMi − βMj ) =
exp(βMi−βMj )
1+exp(βMi−βMj ) .
Ad 2.2 There is a procedure for assessing the significance of the difference in performances
EPP score allows to assess the significance of score value, which gives an intuition whether the
difference in performance is a noise or not.
Property 4.2. EPP scores are coefficients of logistic regression model with intercept β0 = 0.
The Equation 1 can be generalized to
logit(pi,j) = βM1xM1 + βM2xM2 + ...+ βMkxMn , where xMa = 1a=i − 1a=j . (2)
Unknown β coefficients can be estimated with simple logistic regression where xMa are observations.
Because of calculating EPP from logistic regression as a logit of probabilities gives an additional
benefit in the form of gaining a significance of EPP scores. Which is an advantage over raw empirical
probabilities. If we assume independence of train/test splits, which means that all train and test sets are
disjointed with each other, not only among one split, we obtain independence of observations and once
β coefficients are estimated, we can use statistical tests designed to assess the significance of variables
to assess the significance of Elo scores, e.g. Likelihood ratio test or Wald statistic. However, even
when assumptions about independence of splits are violated and observations appear in different boot-
strap samples, one can rely on tests results as they are robust. Another way to is to use approximately
unbiast bootstrap resampling [Shimodaira, 2002, 2004, Suzuki and Shimodaira, 2006].
Ad 2.3 Compare performances between data sets is possible
The probability of winning with an average model (equivalent to an intercept β0) has the same
meaning, regardless of the data set. The EPP scores are absolute values with mean equals zero.
Therefore, comparison of EPP values between data sets is possible by comparing a probability of
winning with an average model.
Property 4.3. A probability that model Mi would win with an average model Mavg is
pi,avg =
exp(βMi )
1+exp(βMi )
.
From the Property 4.2 we have that intercept β0 = 0. In the logistic regression intercept relates to the
mean, therefore βMavg = 0 and pi,avg = invlogit(βMi − βavg) = exp(βMi−βMavg )1+exp(βMi−βavg) =
exp(βMi )
1+exp(βMi )
.
Ad 2.4 Robustness of the stability of the performance in cross-validation folds
Property 4.4. The EPP score is an aggregate over all cross-validation splits.
By fitting the logistic regression model from the Equation 2 as dependent variables of observations
we use results of matches, whether one model wins over another.
EPP score takes into consideration how many times one model beat another, the better one would be
the model that more often had higher performance. From its definition, EPP score is a one number
aggregated over the performances of model on multiple train/test splits. Therefore, unlike other
common performance measures do not need to be additionally averaged over splits.
5 Computing EPP on the OpenML100 benchmark
To show possible applications of EPP scores we have performed a large scale benchmark and
computed EPP scores on 30 selected binary classification data sets from the OpenML100 benchmark
[Bischl et al., 2017]. The OpenML100 benchmark consists of 100 high-quality data sets selected from
all data sets available on OpenML platform with the following properties: the number of observations
are between 500 and 100 000 , the number of features is less than 5000, and the ratio of the minority
class and the majority class is above 0.05. List of all used data sets is in Table 3. For each data
set, we drew 20 splits for train and test subsets. For each subset, we fitted models on train data and
computed AUC on the test data. We have used 5 machine learning algorithms: gradient boosting
machines (gbm), generalized linear model with regularization (glmnet), k-nearest neighbours (kknn),
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and two implementations of random forest (RF and ranger). Each algorithm has been studied for 400
different hyperparameter settings (configurations). This gives us the overall number of AUC values
equal to 30 · 20 · 5 · 400 = 1200000. Detailed description of algorithms is in Table 4 and ranges of
hyperparameters are in Table 5.
Table 3: All data sets used in benchmark with links, number of variables and number of observations.
name id url var. observ.
ada_agnostic 1043 https://www.openml.org/d/1043 49 4562
mozilla4 1046 https://www.openml.org/d/1046 6 15545
pc4 1049 https://www.openml.org/d/1049 38 1458
pc3 1050 https://www.openml.org/d/1050 38 1563
kc2 1063 https://www.openml.org/d/1063 22 522
kc1 1067 https://www.openml.org/d/1067 22 2109
pc1 1068 https://www.openml.org/d/1068 22 1109
MagicTelescope 1120 https://www.openml.org/d/1120 12 19020
bank-marketing 1461 https://www.openml.org/d/1461 17 45211
banknote-
authentication 1462 https://www.openml.org/d/1462 5 1372
blood-transfusion-
service-center 1464 https://www.openml.org/d/1464 5 748
climate-model-
simulation-crashes 1467 https://www.openml.org/d/1467 21 540
eeg-eye-state 1471 https://www.openml.org/d/1471 15 14980
hill-valley 1479 https://www.openml.org/d/1479 101 1212
ilpd 1480 https://www.openml.org/d/1480 11 583
madelon 1485 https://www.openml.org/d/1485 501 2600
ozone-level-8hr 1487 https://www.openml.org/d/1487 73 2534
phoneme 1489 https://www.openml.org/d/1489 6 5404
qsar-biodeg 1494 https://www.openml.org/d/1494 42 1055
steel-plates-fault 1504 https://www.openml.org/d/1504 34 1941
electricity 151 https://www.openml.org/d/151 9 45312
wdbc 1510 https://www.openml.org/d/1510 31 569
wilt 1570 https://www.openml.org/d/1570 6 4839
kr-vs-kp 3 https://www.openml.org/d/3 37 3196
credit-g 31 https://www.openml.org/d/31 21 1000
scene 312 https://www.openml.org/d/312 300 2407
monks-problems-1 333 https://www.openml.org/d/333 7 556
monks-problems-2 334 https://www.openml.org/d/334 7 601
monks-problems-3 335 https://www.openml.org/d/335 7 554
diabetes 37 https://www.openml.org/d/37 9 768
Amazon_
employee_access 4135 https://www.openml.org/d/4135 10 32769
spambase 44 https://www.openml.org/d/44 58 4601
PhishingWebsites 4534 https://www.openml.org/d/4534 31 11055
tic-tac-toe 50 https://www.openml.org/d/50 10 958
Table 4: Algorithms used in benchmark with an R package they are implemented.
Algorithm Name R package
gbm gradient boosting machines gbm
kknn interaction.depth kknn
glmnet generalized linear model with regularization glmnet
RF random forest randomForest
ranger random forest ranger
On the computed AUC scores, we applied methodology of calculating EPP presented in Section 4 and
Figure 2. As a single round, we consider comparison of performances of two models with specified
hyperparameters on the same data set, yet not necessary on the same train/test split. As a result,
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Table 5: Ranges of hyperparamters used for sampling, minimum and maximum values, transformation
of drowned values, and values if sampling was from two elements.
model parameter min max transform values
gbm n.trees 6.65 13.3 2x
interaction.depth 1 5
n.minobsinnode 2 25
shrinkage -3 -1 10x
bag.fraction 0.2 1
RF ntree 6.65 13.3 2x
replace [TRUE, FALSE]
nodesize 1 5
ranger num.trees 6.65 13.3 2x
min.node.size 1 4
replace [TRUE, FALSE]
splitrule [gini, extratrees]
glmnet alpha 0 1
lambda -10 10 2x
kknn k 1 30
we have obtained EPP scores for each data-model-hyperparameters combination, which gave us
30 · 5 · 400 = 60000 values of EPP scores.
In Figure 3, there are the distributions of EPP scores across models and data sets. The longer boxplot
means greater potential for model tuning, for example, we can see that tree-based models (gbm, RF,
and ranger) perform better on data set number madelon than the other two models. Also, all of EPP
scores for random forest are positive, this means that generally, the performance of random forest
is over the average. Due to the independent sampling of hyperparameters, a part of glmnet models
achieved AUC score equals 0.5 or less. Drawing too high penalty alpha led to removing all variables
from the model and thus reducing the model to the simple mean. The models with AUC 0.5 always
loses with other models, which causes a huge range of values of EPP scores for glmnet.
In Table 6 we present AUC and EPP scores for four selected models for ada_agnostic data set
from experiments described earlier. To recall, in Section 2.1, on the example of Kaggle ranking,
we postulate that AUC score does not provide probability interpretation. EPP address this issue so
we can assess the probability of one model winning with another model according to Property 4.1.
Descending order according to averaged AUC is different from EPP ranking. The lowest EPP score
has the kknn model even though the lowest averaged AUC corresponds to glmnet. The difference
between AUC of the first and AUC of the second model equals 0.001497, the difference between
AUC of the third model and the forth score equals to 0.00395. Due to EPP’s asset we can estimate
probability that gbm beat ranger with logit(1.27− 1.08) ≈ 0.55 probability. In second pair of glmnet
and kknn models despite to close averaged AUC there is only 0.83 likelihood that glmnet defeat kknn
model. This dissimilarity are not emphasized by AUC score since averaged crossvalidation scores
miss variability of metrics.
Table 6: EPP of selected models
for ada_agnostic data set. AUC
values are averaged.
Model AUC EPP
gbm1305 0.890 1.27
ranger1088 0.888 1.08
kknn1396 0.816 -7.52
glm1242 0.812 -5.91
Table 7: The best models in al-
gorithm class for mozilla4 data
set. AUC values are averaged.
Model AUC EPP
gbm1184 0.986 7.49
ranger1106 0.984 6.25
RF1106 0.984 6.22
kknn1016 0.942 -6.78
glm1011 0.922 -11.24
Table 8: The best models in al-
gorithm class for credit-g data
set. AUC values are averaged.
Model AUC EPP
RF1155 0.809 1.29
ranger1212 0.807 1.16
gbm1136 0.807 1.16
glm1379 0.802 0.97
kknn1038 0.769 -0.54
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Figure 3: Boxplots of EPP scores for different algorithms across data sets. Each boxplot aggregates
EPP scores of all models trained on all data sets.
The procedure of computing the EPP score takes into account the distribution and stability of AUC
scores. In above example, in addition to close averaged of AUC, gbm and ranger models have similar
scores in particular splits closely concentrated around mean ( Figure 1). Therefore, ranger model
wins 201 matches out of 400. This similarity of gbm and ranger is visible in the EPP score and
probability interpretation. In the second pair glmnet model gains higher performance measure than
kknn model in 14 out of 20 splits and majority of glmnet’s AUC scores are much higher than averaged
AUC. In consequence glmnet model defeats kknn model in 264 out of 400 duels. EPP scores reflect
this disproportion.
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Figure 4: Embeddings map of EPP score, on the y-axis there is median absolute deviation, on the
x-axis there is an average EPP.
What’s more, EPP score enables to analyse performances between datatsets. Because of lack of
interpretation of AUC differences, comparison between models scores there may be made in various
ways described in detail in Section 2.3. Table 7 and Table 8 present rankings for best-in-class models
for two data sets mozzilla4 and credit-g from our experiment. Even though absolute differences of
AUC between the first and the second model in each ranking are around 0.002, the rankings have
different level of the AUC scores so distinct approaches provide dissimilar claims. The EPP overcome
this problem and we can draw consistent conclusion regardless to absolute value of considered metric.
Due to differencess in EPP score, mozzilla4 data set gbm model has 0.77 probability that wins over
the best ranger model. In credit-g ranking RF model has only 0.53 likelihood that is able to defeat
ranger model. The insights about the performance of models and a particular hyperparameter settings
could be further used for the navigated tuning that is an automated way to find the best model.
6 Conclusions and future work
In this paper, we introduced a new performance measure the EPP score. We demonstrated its
properties that cover popular objections regarding existing metrics. Hence EPP may be considered as
competitive to commonly applied scores in rankings of data science and machine learning challenges.
Next benefit of EPP is a possibility of transformation differently defined evaluation scores to the
same scale. Therefore, the EPP is a way to unify benchmarks, such as GLUE, SuperGLUE, or
ERASER. What is more, EPP score would be beneficial for explainable artificial intelligence (XAI).
Interpretability brings several multiple benefits, such as, increasing trust in model predictions or
identification of reasons behind poor predictions [Biecek, 2018].
Due to interpretation of differences and comparability of EPP across diverse data sets, new measure
provide the opportunity to research and verify state-of-the-art AutoML benchmarks in a new light.
So far, the researchers have to make assumptions to simplify finding optimal configuration of
algorithm setting across multiple data sets. Next open question is the tunability of machine learning
models regarding to selected hyperparemeters. Philipp Probst and Anne-Laure Boulesteix and Bernd
Bischl [2019] had an attempt to measure the tunability of algorithms, EPP score can extend and add
an interpretation for tunability measure. The second major opportunity is to use EPP for navigated
hyperparameter tuning. EPP score can be used to assess the probability that we can improve the
performance if we continue searching of the hyperparameter space. What is more, the stop condition
may also take into account the time of training further models. The automatization of the EPP-base
tuning process could lead to developing navigated tuning method.
Figure 4 shows results of our preliminary studies on model comparison between data sets. The
figure shows a two-dimensional projection of EPP scores for all models and across all data sets from
the benchmark introduced in Section 5. Each class of a model has been highlighted by a different
color. The range of an average EPP indicates the universality of a class, if the models achieved
high performance on most of the data sets, the cloud of points will be shifted to the right site.
The mean absolute deviation dimension shows the model tunability, depending on a data set and
hyperparameters. If the diversity of performance is high, the range cloud of points on the y-axis will
be wide. In Table 9, we show the relationships between model’s hyperparameters an average EPP or
mean absolute deviance (MAD) of EPP. Due to the observation of a connection between the model
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and the data, one can use values of EPP to create embeddings of data sets. Such embeddings could be
further used for model tuning.
Table 9: Correlation (Corr) between continuous parameters and average EPP or MAD is calculated
with Spearman’s rank correlation. For parameters with binary values Mann-Whitney test was
performed. Significance of results are presented with stars, ∗ if p.value ≤ 0.05, ∗∗ if p.value ≤ 0.01,
∗ ∗ ∗ if p.value ≤ 0.001.
model parameter average EPP MAD
estimate signif. estimate signif.
gbm bag.fraction Corr = -0.0851 Corr = 0.0544
gbm interaction.depth Corr = 0.5805 *** Corr = -0.0899
gbm n.minobsinnode Corr = 0.0667 Corr = 0.0496
gbm n.trees Corr = 0.5814 *** Corr = -0.2436 ***
gbm shrinkage Corr = 0.4982 *** Corr = -0.1551 *
glmnet alpha Corr = -0.1442 Corr = 0.0482
glmnet lambda Corr = -0.855 *** Corr = 0.5983 ***
kknn k Corr = 0.891 *** Corr = -0.926 ***
RF nodesize Corr = -0.7958 *** Corr = -0.2415 ***
RF ntree Corr = 0.5224 *** Corr = 0.6117 ***
RF replace W = 22577 W = 22941
ranger min.node.size Corr = -0.4715 *** Corr = -0.1139
ranger num.trees Corr = 0.4869 *** Corr = 0.2703 ***
ranger replace W = 14639 *** W = 17696
ranger splitrule W = 30444 *** W = 37277 ***
The proven properties and empirical experiments showed that EPP score can be applied in ways
that were not possible with the most common performance measures. What is more, we see several
possible extensions of EPP score. The TrueSkill [Herbrich et al., 2007] Elo-based system allows to
grade humans’ skill in games for more than two players, it can be applied to machine learning and
used for assessing the performance of model ensembles. It could make it possible to assess separately
the performance of a single model, performance of the ensemble of models, and the potential of the
model in the ensembles.
In the benchmark, models are compared across different train/test splits. We plan to conduct a broaden
study to compare EPP scores when computed across different train/test splits or only between identical
splits. What is more, the train/test splits in the benchmark were not independent. In order to ensure
that all the assumptions are met, splits should be independent. Further research is needed to examine
how the interdependence of the splits affects the EPP score estimation. Further research is needed
also on the relationship between the number of splits and stability of EPP score.
An implementation of the EPP score is available at https://github.com/ModelOriented/EloML.
This article is a significantly improved version of the preprint by Gosiewska et al. [2019].
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